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US JOBS GROWTH: TOWARDS NORMAL 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
Change in NonChange in NonChange in NonChange in Non----farm Payrolls, farm Payrolls, farm Payrolls, farm Payrolls, AprilAprilAprilApril    2015201520152015    

Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        223k223k223k223k    

Previous: 85k (revised down from 126k) 

Consensus: 228k 

    

The US economy has not fallen off a cliff, The US economy has not fallen off a cliff, The US economy has not fallen off a cliff, The US economy has not fallen off a cliff, as jobs growth returns to 223k in April. But the downrevision of the 

March increase from 126k to 85k as well as slightly weaker than expected wage growth at 2.2% yoy expose the 

fragility of the US recovery in early 2015. Unemployment continued to fall, with the rate hitting 5.4% in April, ever 

closer to the pre-crisis level of below 5% and even closer to the Fed’s longer run unemployment expectation of 

5.1%. However, that tightening of the labour market continues to be achieved at the expense of a low and stagnat-

ing labour force participation rate of 62.8% in April.    

    

The return to more normal jobs growth in April will relieve Fed policy makersThe return to more normal jobs growth in April will relieve Fed policy makersThe return to more normal jobs growth in April will relieve Fed policy makersThe return to more normal jobs growth in April will relieve Fed policy makers, providing tentative evidence 

that the Q1 economic weakness was mostly a blip. Falling unemployment points to a continuing erosion of slack 

in the economy, which warrants policy rate normalisation rather sooner than later. Weak wage growth and head-

line inflation rates around zero still allow the Fed some time, but today’s release has kept chances for a September 

rate hike alive, especially if other indicators such as the ISM rebound as well. 

    

US Change in Nonfarm Payrolls 

 

 APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    

NFP change (k) 223 85 266 201 329 423 

Unemp. Rate (%) 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.7 5.6 5.8 

Av. Hourly earn’s yoy (%) 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.2 1.8 1.9 

Participation rate (%) 62.8 62.7 62.8 62.9 62.7 62.9 

 

Source: Bureau of Labour Statistics 
 
 
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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